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Who are we?
Scandinavian
Safety
A long company name frequently
Training
shortened to Scandinavian Safety or,
Centre
simply, to SSTCAB.
Aktie
Bolag
SSTCAB is a training programme organiser with
substantial knowledge within the fields of safety at
sea as well as on land and in the air.
With training facilities on the Swedish West Coast as
well as on the East Coast, along with mobile units that
can be transported across the country, our vision is
that our safety training programmes shall be norm
setting in terms of quality, standard and conduction.

Our History
SSTCAB was founded in November 2004 by a Swedish Navy
Damage Control Centre "splinter group". At that time we
were Sweden's first entirely privately owned safety training
programme organiser.
In 2005 we initiated the process by establishing the course
structure and creating a quality system that was approved
by, among others, The Swedish Maritime Administration.
For professional seafaring we were given certification rights
for STCW CCM and STCW FRB.
Over the next few years we continued to expand our
operations. In 2008 our first facilities on the island of
Käringön on the Swedish West Coast were opened, the water
training centre was completed and we further opened offices
in Haninge and Gothenburg.
In 2009 our new MWH underwater
escape simulator was taken into use.

Ownership structure
Anthon B Nilsen Education runs 14 schools and companies
which offer training programmes within the fields of
communication, administration, sales, IT, tourism and health.
The core strategy of the company is to acquire strong brands and use group resources to foster their
development both professionally and commercially. In total, approximately 30 000 students participate in
full time or part time programs delivered by ABN. This makes ABN the second largest private provider of
education in Norway and puts it in place for a top position in a Scandinavian perspective.
In Sweden, Berghs School of Communication is owned, among others, by ABN.
Anthon B Nilsen Education today owns 73 % of SSTC AB. In 2010 they provided a
capital injection in order to create sufficient financial strength to position the company on the
Nordic market for safety training programmes. Capital is further being invested into the Käringön,
Bohuslän, training facility.
Facts about ABN Education
Head office: Oslo
Managing Director: Lars Eric Onarheim
Number of employees: 425
Operating revenues: NOK 600 million
Number of students: 30 000

Our future
Together with the new principal owner we will continue to
focus on the company's core business, i.e. safety training.
We will continue to build on the stable platform which we have
created and aim to further develop the operations, supported by
our management system. This process ensures high quality
education and a good reputation among our
students/customers and partners.
We will expand our operations to encompass e.g. the
Offshore industry in Norway (OLF) and UK (OPITO).
Our business concept is to make Sweden a safer country,
on land, at sea and in the air.
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Käringön – an island!
Käringön lies just east of Måseskär on the Swedish West
Coast, about an hour by car from Göteborg. Here, you
will find a unique and secluded environment where you
can participate in realistic drills.
Käringön is a typical fishing community, approx. 130
residents all year around. 90% of the 200 houses on the
island are built before 1920. 60 % of the houses are
today recreational properties.
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Training Site Käringön
On the beautiful island of Käringön we have built our
own training facility, which includes accommodation for
course attendees, classrooms and conference rooms.
This spring we also started our own restaurant to ensure
that our “students” get their bellies filled with energy.
We have also invested in a specially equipped training
pool which includes the world’s first generation III
HUET, the so-called MWH-6 simulator for Helicopter
Underwater Escape Training (HUET).
On the sight we can offer a range of courses in fire
safety, medical care, basic safety, emergency
preparedness, crisis management and so on.
With the sea close up, we can add even more realism to
our training by using the cold water to test survival
training with life rafts and the feel of hypothermia.
“Our vision doesn’t end with helicopter crews.
Aircraft, boats and other craft can also be hit by the
same problems, which is why we have introduced the
concept ‘cabin underwater escape

Training Site Stockholm
Today mostly basic training:
• Safety
• Damage controll
• MCRM (Maritime Crew Resource Management)
• CCM (Crisis & Crowd Management
• Firefighting / Fireprevention
• Medical training
• Other Management courses

An early vision..

Training concept
Water confidence training
• Capable to swim
• Breath Holding
• Water in the nose…

Basic Underwater Escape Training
• SWET chair
• Spare air/HEED/EBS
• Surface water survival
• Safety equipment

Helicopter Underwater escape training
• SWET chair
• Spare air/HEED/EBS
• Surface water survival
• Safety equipment
• Evacuation to raft/water
• Egress training in MWH

•
•
•

Gen 1: DUNKER training

Gen 2: METS/HUET training

Gen 1: DUNKER training
Gen 2: METS/HUET training
Gen 3: MWH, Multiway HUET
training
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Our unique simulator
We have invested in the world’s first third generation
HUET, the so-called MWH-6 simulator for Helicopter
Underwater Escape Training (HUET).
The MWH provides a highly realistic simulation of the
situations that can arise when a helicopter or aircraft
is forced to make an emergency landing or ditch in the
water.
Only people who have trained in how to react during
rotation underwater in the dark know how difficult it is
and the problems involved. Being able to handle these
situations could make the difference between life and
death.

Features:
A) The spherical shape for omnidirectional movement –
in all directions, not only 180 degrees horizontal
direction as the conventional simulators. It provides a
very realistic simulation of the situations that may
occur during emergency landing (ditch) in water.
B) Rotation and flooding of water from different
directions, including the “airbubble” moving and the
experienced loss of direction and balance is one of
the most important aspects in training with MWH.
C) Four ballast tanks controlled via radiolink makes is
possible to “programme” MWH to move in certain
direction.
D) Location of doors, windows, hatches and seats can be
altered to simulate a variety of helicopter models.
Our: Sikorsky-76.
E) Safety for instructors and trainee includes panic
button, cockpit & poolvideo, underwater
communications, safety release devices etc.

MWH ‐ 6

MWH – 6

Movie 1 MHW-6 from Youtube
Movie 2 Wheels – aircraft on water

Our experience & LL
We have now trained over 600 people and these are some of our recurrent participants:
The Swedish Coast Guard, Swedish Police Force, Swedish Armed Forces and Norrlandsflyg
which is Sweden's largest helicopter company and has as its primary mission to search and
rescue. They think that this training is among the best they have ever done.
Lessons learned
The learning rate is quicker and more intensive in
the MWH‐6 than in a traditional HUET simulator
No more maintenace than an ordiniary HUET,
but the fact we are using it in saltwater makes it
more essential to do it more regulary
Easy to reconfigure for at specific customer the
fullfill traing needs for the crewmember
It safe, secure and fun to work with !

Unique concept
We offer:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety and survival training in‐house/in pool AND outside in realtime
weather and sea.
Training or exercises as formal courses or recurrent training
Training in daytime mode or in darkness with sound effects
Flexible solutions in configuring of training and preparations of MWH
Hotel or hostel and restaurant inhouse
Unique atmosphere for research, testing or recreation

Questions?
stefan.nilsson@sstcab.se
My collegues:
hakan.cederlund@sstcab.se
fredrik.andren@sstcab.se
+ 46 8 22 13 10
+ 46 304 562 66
www.sstcab.se

Summary
We have invested in the world’s first third generation
HUET, the so-called MWH-6 simulator for Helicopter
or Aircraft Underwater Escape Training.
Our training Site, specialized for safety training in water,
is situated in the west coast of Sweden on a well known
summerparadise island – Käringön.
The shareholders point of view is, to develop this unique
concept

Thanks for listening!

